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its rulers, and was intelligible to all those who despised the Social
Democrats as declassed traitors; the second was less intelligible
because it was concealed with cloudy rhetoric and represented
as clever tactics. The Communist party was there to await a
divinely ordained event, not to prepare it; it could only prepare
for it. The preparations took most elaborate forms, including the
formation of a Red Guard, propaganda, illegal drilling., the
issue of handbooks for civil war, espionage, secret codes and
the like, much of which was utterly useless, but served to keep
the uncritical busy. After seven years the fighting organization
was so completely unorganized that it could neither be armed
nor mobilized; just in case wealth might make Jeshurun kick,
Moscow kept the party short of money, and for the equipment
of a Red Guard that was to wipe out the resistance of three-
quarters of the nation, there were available only home-made
bombs and obsolete pistols smuggled over from the Low Countries.
Isolated action was forbidden, because it would lame mass
action; the tactics toward "Fascism" was to help Fascism to
eliminate all intermediate parties and leave the proletariat and
the capitalist face to face on a lonely battlefield; they persisted
in that absurdity when Fascism was half the nation, and its
spokesmen as hot against the capitalist as themselves. After the
final dying-out of the revolutionism of 1918-1919 in 1923, when
the party was temporarily banned, there was no more revolu-
tionary action. The total of Communist outrages is actually lower
than the National Socialist total, and they were usually the result
of conventional demonstrations ending in a fight; of definite
outrages on individuals, nearly all were committed by the dubious
elements, as is also true of National Socialism. Behind its flaming
propaganda, its bloodthirsty rhetoric, there was no life; it had
not even the advantage of an ambitious individualist like Hitler.
As a peril it existed only in the imagination of the bourgeois;
the party to which it was most hostile never feared it. Even when
it swept up seven million voters it was helpless to influence
events in Germany for either good or ill except negatively. Its
one positive deed was to stab German democracy in the back
and paralyse its resistance to counter-revolution. The monstrous

